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Abstract. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is applied for on-line inspection of fruits. The aim of 
this work is to address the applicability of MRI for freeze injury detection in oranges directly on a 
distribution chain. Undamaged and damaged oranges are conveyed at 50 and 100 mm/s by a spe-
cially designed conveyor within a 4.7 T spectrometer obtaining fast low-angle shot images. An auto-
matic segmentation algorithm is proposed that allows the discrimination between undamaged and 
damaged oranges. 

1 Introduction 

Fruit and vegetable quality assessment is becoming a mandatory condition in a 
worldwide market. The development of devices that are capable of evaluating 
different parameters for the definition of external and internal quality is becom
ing a fundamental objective in this field [1, 2]. Most available techniques used 
for internal quality measurement opérate in a destructive way and have to be 
applied under an off-line strategy (1 min/sample). Carrying out nondestructive 
measurements at low time cost would bring the product a desirable added valué. 
Studies have shown that nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) imaging allows a 
nondestructive study of the internal properties of foods [3] includmg those of 
fruit and vegetables [4]. The possibility of developing on-line measurements as 
well as reaching working velocities that match those of the existing conveyors 
(below 1 s/sample) are indicated by several authors. NMR results are available 
for the real-time detection of pits in cherries [5], for the detection of bruises in 
apples [6] for the dynamic evaluation of the maturity stage in avocados [7] as 
well as for the detection of mealiness in apples [8], 



This work rests on the importance of oranges cultivation with a production 
of 64 million tons worldwide, and the limitation of the growth of this subtropi
cal fruit by the presence of low temperatures. Freezing injury of oranges may 
appear whenever a temperature below the freezing point of the tissues is reached 
during the preharvest growing period. Injured fruits usually remain on the tree 
without any visible external symptoms. For injured fruit the juice sacs dry out 
as the ice crystals burst the membranes and the cell walls. Also, the presence of 
water-soaking áreas on the segment membranes becomes apparent for frozen 
fruits. At the severe stage, dried tissues collapse leading to the occurrence of 
hollows between and within the segments. The presence of both dehydration and 
hollows in damaged fruits indicates that magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) may 
be a suitable technique for freeze injury detection. This study follows works that 
have shown the viability of MRI to distinguish frozen-thawed products such as 
courgettes [9], blueberries [10] and kiwis [11] by means of changes in the con-
trast of the magnetic resonance images. In these studies the image acquisition 
was carried out from a static sample with no limitation in time. The objective 
of the present study is to develop a procedure that allows the identification of 
freeze injury in oranges in a moving conveyor in order to be applied for on-
line sorting. For this reason there is a major need for the development of a se-
quence fast enough to minimize motion artifacts as well as to enable the dis-
crimination between injured and healthy fruits. Additionally to this purpose, spe-
cific algorithms are developed for automatic characterization of the injury and 
for the establishment of the detection threshold. 

2 Material and Methods 

2.1 Samples 

Experimental work was developed on a set of 15 oranges potentially affected 
by freezing conditions during the growing season. Samples were picked from a 
local orchard. Another set of 6 unaffected oranges was obtained at a local mar-
ket. Oranges were maintained at room temperature (23 °C) before measurements. 

2.2 MRI System and MRl-compatible Fruit Conveyor 

MRI experiments were performed on a Bruker Biospec 47/40 (Ettlingen, Ger-
many) spectrometer operating at 200 MHz (4.7 T). This scanner is equipped with 
imaging gradients capable of reaching 30 mT/m along all axes. The bore of the 
magnet is horizontal with a 40 cm diameter reduced to 26 cm when the gradi
ents stack in place. A birdcage coil with an inner diameter of 20 cm is used. 

A special prototype conveyor that simulates the motion in an on-line inspec-
tion was designed and built to move the fruits through the spectrometer. The 
high magnetic ñeld strength required the use of specific materials such as pías-



Fig. 1. Bruker Biospec 47/40 and the custom-buüt conveyor beit. 

tic, nylon or bronze, exhaustively tested for high magnetic field applications in 
devoted triáis, and all parts inside the MRI system (belt sensors, structure com-
ponents, etc.) had to be nonmetal (Fig. 1). A stepper motor conducís the belt. 
An electronic device that allows a variable speed drive and bioptional direction 
of the motion, and the control of the signal triggering controls the motor. MRI 
signal acquisition is synchronized with fruit shifts by means of an electro-optic 
switch that delivers a digital signal to the controller. 

2.3 MRI Acquisition 

Samples were placed in the belt with their central axis (axis between the poles 
of the orange) along the z direction. Pulse gains, attenuator and shimming set-
tings were adjusted with the first sample and were held constant during the ex-
periment. Oranges were imaged both under static condition (reference image) and 
during conveying through the magnet at different belt speeds. 

The sample displacement inside the coil during the image acquisition gener-
ates a phase shift in the acquired k-space lines that affects the outcome of the 
image reconstruction. This motion artifact is a frequent problem in MRI and is 
typically seen as ghosting and/or blurring of the image. Blurring due to motion 
may occur in any direction, causing the signal to be spatially dispersed [12]. A 
short acquisition time leads to a reduction in the displacement and therefore in 
the measured phase shift, with a consequent improvement in the image quality. 
With respect to such problems, a fast imaging sequence, i.e... fast low-angle shot 
(FLASH), would be helpful. 



The phase and the read encoding direction were selected along the j>-axis 
and the x-axis, respectively, obtaining axial images at the equatorial área of the 
fruit zone. The recovery time TR was 12.2 ms, the echo time TE was 3.8 ms 
and the pulse angle was 10 degrees. The field-of-view (FOV) was 12 by 12 cm 
and the slice thickness was 5.0 mm. These parameters were the same under static 
as well as under dynamic acquisition. One image was obtained from each or-
ange, setting the number of acquisitions for signal averaging to 1; three repeti-
tions were performed to study the repeatability of the measurements. 

The first images from 6 undamaged and 14 potentially damaged oranges were 
collected under static conditions with an acquisition matrix size 128 by 64 and 
a total acquisition time of 780 ms. During the second set of experiments, the 
same 6 undamaged and 14 potentially damaged oranges were conveyed at 50 mm/s 
and magnetic resonance images were collected with 128 by 64 acquisition points 
(780 ms). Finally, during a third set of experiments, images from 4 undamaged 
and 4 potentially damaged oranges were collected at 50 and 100 mm/s as 128-
by-64 (780 ms) and 128-by-32 data arrays (390 ms). AU of them were zero-
filled to 128 by 128 points before reconstruction. In order to facilítate compari-
son between the different data sets, all images were reconstructed with an iden-
tical scale factor. 

2.4 Automated Image Analysis 

On-line inspection and calculation require an automated data analysis process that 
allows an unsupervised evaluation of the product. Thus, an algorithm was de-
veloped in order to extract several mathematical features for the characterization 
of each sample. The algorithm, developed using Matlab (The MathWorks, Inc.), 
exploits the effect of freezing conditions on the oranges, which genérate dried 
flesh as well as internal hollows. The specific selection of pulse sequence and 
parameters makes these regions hypointense and reveáis undamaged áreas as 
having higher signal, highlighting a higher amount of juice. The algorithm should 
be capable of detecting the presence of damaged tissue and classify the severity 
of this injury. The algorithm is applied to the intensity signal images digitalized 
at 4 bytes. 

The fírst step in the algorithm is to automatically select a región of interest 
(ROÍ) corresponding to the orange. The software removes the background pix-
els and the peel pixels, whose signal intensity is below an automated threshold. 
This threshold is computed under an iterative process as the averaged máximum 
signal corresponding to the pixels in the ten first and last columns of the matrix 
image multiplied by a variable factor. This variable factor increases through the 
iterative process, being smaller for each increasing time step. For each iteration 
the ROÍ is calculated. This área corresponds to the amount of pixels with signal 
valúes above the threshold. The end of the iterative process is achieved when-
ever the difference of the ROÍ áreas for consecutives iterations is smaller than 
2%, that is, when stabilization in the computed área is reached (Fig. 2). The 
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Fig. 2. Example of the relationship between computed áreas in each iteration and the iteration step 
for both the ROÍ (diamonds) and the región corresponding to the undamaged tissue (squares). 

selected ROÍ includes the initial holes in the segmented image. However, when 
extreme freeze damage is presented, the ROÍ does not include orange regions 
from the outer área of the flesh. For this reason a circular región of interest 
(CROI) is also computed within the automated algorithm. The center of gravity 
of the fírst ROÍ and its averaged diameter are calculated to genérate the CROI 
(Fig. 3). This new región assures that most of the tissue is used for further cal-
culations; although it may include several pixels from the peel, it allows a more 
reliable segmentation of the orange MRI data. 

Once both regions of interest (ROÍ and CROI) have been obtained, the un
damaged regions within these áreas are identified. The sound tissue is easy to 
discern due to its internal homogeneity. The segmentation of such tissue within 
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Fig. 3. Example of the proposed segmentation in two áreas. The grey área corresponds to the ROÍ 
and the external circumference (whose center is the center of gravity) delimitates the CROI. 



ROÍ and CROI is done by means of an iterative procedure similar to the one 
employed for the segmentation of ROÍ in the whole image. The procedure in 
this case uses only those pixels belonging to the ROÍ or CROI with larger it
erative steps. The optimum threshold corresponding to ROÍ is low in order to 
select both damaged and undamaged tissues so that the final step factor valué is 
smaller. In order to select sound tissue, the threshold is high so that the end of 
the iteration is reached at a higher step factor valué. Afterwards, the damaged 
tissue is computed as the difference between ROÍ or CROI and the sound tis
sue. Two ratios are computed to evalúate the proportion of damaged tissue in 
the orange: 

DT _ Damaged tissue (numberof pixels) 

ROÍ Región of interest (number of pixels)' 

DT _ Damaged tissue (numberof pixels) 
CROI Circular región of interest (number of pixels) 

Both ratios (DT/ROI and DT/CROI) are small for unaffected fruits and presum-
ably of the same magnitude. This will allow one to establish a mínimum thresh
old to characterize freeze injury in oranges. The thresholds are set on the basis of 
the measured standard deviation of these ratios for 3 repetitions. The selection can 
provide valuable clues for recognition of the level of damage severity. Three cat-
egories have been defined on the basis of the means of the pixel intensity histo-
grams of the damaged áreas in previously automatically selected images of injured 
oranges. The first one corresponds to the most severe damage (severity 1, SI); 
the second corresponds to the intermediate damage (severity 2, S2), and the third 
to the lightest damage (severity 3, S3). New ratios are computed as follows: 

51 _ Severity 1 (numberofpixels) 

ROÍ Región of interest (numberof pixels) ' 

51 Severity 1 (numberof pixels) 

CROI Circular región of interest (numberof pixels) ' 

52 _ Severity 2 (number of pixels) 

ROÍ Región of interest (number of pixels) 

52 _ Severity 2 (number of pixels) 

CROI Circular región of interest (numberof pixels) ' 

53 _ Severity 3 (number of pixels) 

ROÍ Región of interest (number of pixels) ' 

53 _ Severity 3 (number of pixels) 

CROI C ircular región of interest (number of pixels) 



Although the CROI fits better the surface of orange tissue, the ratios referenced 
to both ROÍ and CROI were calculated to allow comparison. 

2.5 Image Metrology Measurement 

The automatic identification procedure has to be consistent and accurate for re-
liable fearure detection. Therefore, a robustness study is performed to analyze 
metrological parameters as the repeatability and the reproducibility indexes cor-
responding to the DT/ROI and DT/CROI measurements. 

Repeatability is a measure of the ability of a sensor to reachieve the same 
response under similar experimental conditions. To study this parameter, three 
repetitions were taken at each belt speed, 50 and 100 mm/s, and for each ac-
quisition matrix size, 128 by 64 and 128 by 32. The average of the standard 
deviations of the computed ratios from each fruit was computed. 

Reproducibility is a measure of the tendency of a sensor to provide the same 
response under changing experimental conditions (calibration, position, experi
mental day, etc.). This parameter was studied acquiring images (three repetitions) 
in two different days. The reproducibility error was calculated according to the 
STD of the averaged ratios between days. Furthermore, an analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) at the 5% significance level was applied to the computed ratios for 
these metrology experiments. 

2.6 Appointment of Reference Measurements 

After MRI, oranges were cut in half for visual inspection and reference classi-
fication using two measurements. The first valué is the water volume syringed 
to fíll internal voids as initial reference of the freeze injury severity. This valué 
is associated with the total amount of hollows in an orange, while the damage 
identified through the segmentation of the MR images corresponds to a 5 mm 
slice in the equator of the fruit. The second valué is the analysis of RGB im
ages taken with a digital camera of the equatorial fruit section. This measure
ment was performed to compare the results from MRI in terms of freeze-induced 
dehydration, which occurs at an initial stage. RGB image analysis was applied 
to compute the dehydrated área represented by the green intensity component ( / ) 
in the RGB color space. This component was analyzed as it offers the best con-
trast for dehydrated tissue when compared to the red or blue intensity compo-
nents. The histogram segmentation of these images allows one to select this área 
and to establish the ratio to the whole tissue without peel, as in automated seg
mentation. The RGB intensity components were calculated as indicated below 
and used for further RGB segmentation: 

lr{x,y) = ij(it + it + íb), 

l¿x,y) = ;g/(ír + ig + ib), 



Ib(x.y) = ij(it + ¡g + ib), 

where /r, / and ¡b are the intensities obtained through red, green and blue Al
tere, respectively. 

Oranges show a high red component 7r > 0.55 and a high green component 
ís > 0.35. RGB segmentation at a valué of /g > 0.37 enhances the dehydrated 
tissue and allows a comparison with the results obtained by automated MRI 
segmentation. 

3 Results and Discussion 

As expected, the samples obtained from the market were undamaged. This was 
confirmed by the high and homogeneous signal intensity in MR images as well 
as by the inspection after cutting. Among the potentially damaged oranges, only 
item number 1 and item number 10 showed small áreas of very light decrease 
in signal intensity, while the rest showed a range from intermedíate to large áreas 
with low-intensity signal. Visual inspection on equivalent MRI slice revealed the 
presence of the dehydrated tissue and hollows corresponding to the hypointense 
signal intensity áreas in these images. Table 1 shows the reference valúes mea-
sured in RGB images for freeze damage quantification. 

Figure 4 shows MRI examples of both undamaged and damaged oranges. 
Figures 5 and 6 display the ratios DT/ROI and DT/CROI for several belt speeds 
and acquisition times. Ratios DT/ROI and DT/CROI show a similar sorting ten-

Table 1. Internal hollow volumes and RGB segmentation. 

Satrtple 

Ul 
U2 
U3 
U4 
U5 
U6 

Undamaged 
Volume (mi) 

0.8 
0.7 
0.5 
i.l 
1.2 
0.85 

orange 
Dh/ET (%)a 

4.7 
6.4 
11 
4.7 
2.6 
5.1 

Sample 

Pl 
P2 
P3 
P4 
P5 
P6 
P7 
P8 
P9 
P10 
Pl l 
P12 
P13 
P14 
Pt5 

Potentially damaged orange 
Volume (mi) 

1.45 
2.5 
7 
6 
3.1 
10 
25 
9 
25 
3 
5 
8 
25 
6.5 
17 

Dh/ET (%)" 

5.1 
17.1 
19.9 
13 
17.5 
12.1 
46.4 

7 
15.4 
4.8 

10.3 
6.3 

14.1 
7.4 

23.7 

* Dh. dehydrated tissue área; ET. entire tissue área. 
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Fig. 4. MR! examples of both unaffected and affected oranges at different belt speeds and acquisi
tion times. 
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dency. However, the proportions of damaged área in relation to the ROÍ reach 
lower valúes than those calculated in relation to the CROL This difference is 
due to the fact that in the first case damaged tissue in the outer zone of the 
flesh is not selected as part of the ROL 

In the nonaffected oranges, the percentage of damaged áreas that appears in 
the automated analysis is related to the size of the central axis. In these cases 
the orange is classified as unaffected. No probiems occured in the indentification 
of freeze-injured oranges when the área of the damage was above 8% of the 
ROÍ and 10% of the CROI under static condition. This valué is established as a 
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Fig. 6. Referenced ratios (DT/ROI, - ; DT/CROl, • ) at different speeds belt and acquisition times. 
Vertical lines represent the standard deviation of three repetitions. a Belt speeds, 100 mm/s; acquisi

tion times, 780 ms. b Belt speeds, 100 mm/s; acquisition times, 390 ms. 

detection threshold for tríese conditions. Damaged tissue is divided into three 
groups of decreasing injury severity in relation to the averaged signal intensity 
of the sound tissue. The fírst group (SI) includes those pixels with signal inten
sity below 15%, the second group (S2) refers to those pixels with signal inten
sity between 15% and 25%, and the third group (S3) includes those pixels with 
a signal valué above 25% of the averaged undamaged tissue, respectively. This 
classification allows us to sort the damaged área of the fruit into severity levéis 
of damage and so to establish differences between oranges with the same injury 
extent. 
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Fig. 7. Comparison of automated MRI segmentation (static conditions) and RGB segmentation. 
DT/ROI, • ; DT/CROI, O. 

The automatically computed results obtained from the MRI were linearly 
correlated (Fig. 7) to the declared reference parameters (volume of hollows and 
RGB segmentation). Table 2 shows that the volume of hollows and RGB seg
mentation have a high correlation coeffícient r with the ratios Sl/ROI and SI/ 
CROI, Le., with respect to the most damaged tissue. When r is calculated for 
the MRI ratios of total damage, it is still high with RGB segmentation, while 
being poorly correlated with respect to the volume of hollows. 

The fírst group of MR images obtained under dynamic conditions corre-
sponds to a belt speed of 50 mm/s and 128 by 64 acquisition data. FLASH 
images showed motion artifacts in the phase-encoding direction characterized 
by the superimposition of the signal arising from new tissue reaching the spa-
tial position of the selected slice during the acquisition time. Despite this fact, 
differences in the signal can be appreciated by comparing damaged áreas to 
sound áreas, and segmentation was performed with reliable results. At this speed 
the DT/CROI ratio shows higher valúes than the DT/ROI ratio as expected. 

Table 2. Linear correlation coeffícient r between reference measurements (hollow volume and RGB 
segmentation) under static conditions and MRI segmentation. 

Reference 

Volume 
Dh/ETa 

Sl/ROI 

0.76 
0.71 

Sl/CROI 

0.55 
0.71 

DT/ROI 

0.41 
0.70 

DT/CROI 

0.45 
0.72 

a Dh, dehydrated tissue área; ET, entire tissue área. 



Table 3. Repeatability error of the computed ratios. 

Belt speed (mm/s) Acquisition time (ms) DT/ROl DT/CROI Nr. of fruíts analyzed 

50 780 0.0133 0.041 20 
100 780 0.0184 0.0491 8 
100 390 0.0095 0.0428 8 

The detection threshold can be established as 3% and 28% of damaged tissue 
in relation to the ROÍ and the CROI, respectively. For the "dynamic" MRI data, 
due to the severe artifacts of the images, no attempt to identify the damage 
severity level was performed. 

A group of 4 undamaged and 4 potentially damaged oranges were also im-
aged at a belt speed of 100 mm/s and a 128 by 64 acquisition matrix. The quality 
of the images decreased for the higher motion rate. The decrease in the quality 
of the images strongly affected the algorithm calculating the center of gravity 
and the ratios corresponding to the flesh of the orange and thus the ratios re-
lated to the CROL The segmented ROÍ was not affected by either the high speed 
or the low image resolution and so were the ratios referenced to it. The thresh
old valúes are 2% and 30% of damaged área in relation to the ROÍ and CROI, 

Table 4. Resuits of ANOVA (5% significance level) for the reproducibility of measuremems. The 
asterisk refers to the interaction between factors in the ANOVA analysis. 

Effect Sum of Degrees of Mean square Fisher valué Significance 
squares freedom level 

Reproducibility DT/ROI 
Intercept 4.408837 
Class 4.148332 
Repetition 0.002487 
Test session day 0.001118 
Class*Rep 0.002629 
Class*Day 0.000960 
Rep*Day 0.001126 
Class*Rep*Day 0.000710 
Error 0.180574 

Reproducibility DT/CROI 
Intercept 7.116059 
Class 2.742067 
Repetition 0.015006 
Test session day 0.023434 
Class*Rep 0.001768 
Class*Day 0.004040 
Rep*Day 0.007999 
Class*Rep*Day 0.008965 
Error 0.315045 

1 4.408837 
1 4.148332 
2 0.001243 
1 0.001118 
2 0.001315 
1 0.000960 
2 0.000563 
2 0.000355 
36 0.005016 

1 7.116059 
1 2.742067 
2 0.007503 
1 0.023434 
2 0.000884 
1 0.004040 
2 0.003999 
2 0.004483 
36 0.008751 

878.9637 0.000000 
827.0284 0.000000 
0.2479 0.781778 
0.2229 0.639704 
0.2621 0.770888 
0.1914 0.664328 
0.1122 0.894168 
0.0707 0.931846 

813.1478 0.000000 
313.3344 0.000000 

0.8574 0.432759 
2.6778 0.110472 
0.1010 0.904190 
0.4616 0.501201 
0.4570 0.636793 
0.5122 0.603465 



respectively. These valúes agree with the problems stated for the computation 
of the CROL In an attempt to reduce the motion effects, these oranges were 
imaged with a 128 by 32 acquisition matrix. As expected, the decrease in the 
amount of lines of the k-space generated a clear loss of image quality. How-
ever, as in previous acquisitions, a detection threshold to discriminate between 
unaffected and affected oranges was feasibly established. At this belt speed and 
data array the threshold is set to 3% and 35% of damaged área compared to the 
ROÍ and CROI, respectively. Note that again the CROI is highly affected by the 
image quality and so the threshold for damage detection increases. 

To srudy the robustness of the technique for freeze damage detection, the 
repeatability and the reproducibility errors of the ratios DT/ROI and DT/CROI 
were computed (see Table 3). The repeatability error is around 1% of damaged 
tissue related to the ROÍ and 4% related to the CROI at 50 mm/s and matrix 
size of 128 by 64. The repeatability error increases to 2% for DT/ROI and 5% 
for DT/CROI at 100 mm/s and matrix size of 128 by 64. Finally, the repeat
ability error was about 1% for DT/ROI and 4% for DT/CROI at 50 mm/s and 
acquisition size of 128 by 64. 

The reproducibility error was calculated as 0.54% for DT/ROI and 3.56% 
for DT/CROI. The lower error for DT/ROI is explained, as the ROÍ does not 
include regions from the peripheral área of the flesh for the severely damaged 
fruits and thus the amount of analyzed tissue is reduced. These peripheral áreas 
are characterized by the presence of higher magnetic susceptibility artifacts that 
explain the larger reproducibility errors for the DT/CROI ratios. 

The ANOVA shows that for both ratios, DT/ROI and DT/CROI, a signifi-
cant difference between undamaged and injured oranges at a 50 mm/s belt speed 
exists (Table 4). No significant effect for repetition of test session (reproducibil
ity) is found. 

4 Conclusions 

MRI in triáis at a moving conveyor gave encouraging results for the on-line de
tection of freeze injury in oranges. Two belt speeds, 50 and 100 mm/s, as well 
as two acquisition data arrays, 128 by 64 and 128 by 32 (with acquisition times 
of 780 and 390 ms, respectively) have allowed to discriminate between sound 
oranges and fruits severely affected by freezing conditions. The detection thresh
old has been bounded to 10% of damaged área compared to the entire tissue 
for static MRI and increased to 20% for images acquired under motion condi-
tion, 50 mm/s, and to 30% at 100 mm/s. The repeatability error varíes from 1% 
to 5% for increasing belt speed. Reproducibility errors are bounded between 0.54 
and 3.56%. The ANOVA showed that the automated analysis of the images ac
quired in different days leads to similar ratios with significant differences be
tween undamaged and damaged fruits. The optimization of this application in-
volves the improvement of MRI under dynamic conditions to reduce motion 
artifacts in order to detect light freeze damages. 
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